The ability of optical trapping to immobilize and manipulate nanoparticles has opened up new possibilities for manipulation at the nanometer scale[@b1]. For example, this trapping can be used in the characterization and placement of colloidal quantum dots[@b2][@b3]. It is also of interest for the study of nanoscale biological interactions; for example, those involving protein-protein interactions[@b4], antigen--antibody binding[@b5][@b6], and the manipulation of individual virus particles[@b7].

Two challenges hinder the progress of this technique. First, the gradient force for trapping scales as the cube of a spherical particle\'s radius, so smaller particles require much higher intensities to trap[@b8]. This can lead to situations where the trapping intensity is larger than the damage threshold of the particle. For example, to trap smaller than 20 nm silica particles required greater than 1.5 W of green laser power, and for 85 nm polystyrene particles, the damage was so quick at the required intensity that trapping could not be observed[@b8]. Second, reduction in the particle size decreases viscous drag, so that the escape from the trap due to Brownian motion is faster, on average. In spite of these challenges, some biological nanoparticles have been trapped by conventional methods such as the tobacco mosaic virus and bacteria[@b9], but these are usually highly elongated, and therefore more polarizable than simple spheres of the same volume. Optical tweezers have also been used to trap dielectric nano-spheres[@b8][@b10][@b11], carbon nanotubes[@b12], semiconductor nanowires[@b13], DNA strains[@b14], and metal nanoparticles[@b15][@b16]. Also, excellent reviews on the fundamentals of plasmonic trapping are available[@b17][@b18][@b19][@b20].

One approach for trapping of these small nanoparticles with conventional optical tweezers is tethering a micrometer-sized bead to them[@b21][@b22][@b23][@b24]. Tethering, however, introduces steric issues that hinder studying of processes such as protein-protein interaction and processes which require binding to a surface[@b25].

To achieve large trap stiffness and highly localized field intensities, many have used nanophotonic and plasmonic optical traps[@b11][@b26][@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31][@b32][@b33][@b34][@b35]. These traps, however, are still perturbative in the sense that the traditional gradient force calculation can be used to quantify the trapping, and therefore, they require either large local intensities to trap small objects[@b36][@b37][@b38], or highly polarizable particles.

Trapping with apertures in metal films has been used to overcome the problem of required high intensities. In 2009, trapping 50 nm polystyrene particles with 1 mW of power was demonstrated using an aperture in a metal film[@b39]. It was confirmed by comprehensive numerical calculations that this aperture trapping method does not follow the traditional third power scaling with particle size. The particle to be trapped strongly modifies the local electromagnetic environment and thereby facilitates the trapping -- for this reason, the approach was referred to as self-induced back-action (SIBA) optical trapping.

Shaped apertures can lead to further improved trapping performance of even smaller particles. For example, we have used a double-hole aperture to trap 12 nm particles[@b40]. Rectangular apertures have been used to trap particles as small as 22 nm[@b24], with a propensity for trapping of multiple particles simultaneously. Later, we used the double-hole aperture to trap and unfold single proteins[@b41], which is a promising step for studying the interactions of biological particles at the single particle level (e.g., protein binding).

Those past works, however, did not demonstrate the ability to trap against flow, which is essential for introducing additional nanoparticles, for example in the study of binding. Trapping against flow is also essential to applications where we wish to move the trapped particle through a fluid, for example, if we wish to relocate a quantum dot trapped at the end of an aperture fiber[@b42][@b43]. For these applications, trapping against flow needs to be demonstrated.

[Figure 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) shows the modified trapping setup with microfluidic delivery. The setup is based on the inverted microscope configuration, modified from the Thorlabs optical tweezer kit (OTKB) that has been used in our past experiments[@b40][@b41]; however, it includes a microfluidic assembly designed to fit in the trap. This setup is using a 820 nm continuous laser (Sacher Lasertechnik Group, Model TEC 120) that has better detection efficiency for the photodetector and helps with trapping smaller objects (due to the favorable wavelength-dependent scaling).

[Figure 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) shows the microfluidic assembly. The fabrication process is given in the [supplementary information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} ([Fig. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Details of the fabrication are also given in the [supplementary information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. An image of completed chip is shown in [Figure 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The resultant channel dimensions were 65 μm by 800 μm. The solution was flown into the channel using a Fusion Syringe Pump (Model Fusion200) which controls the flow rate.

[Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a double nanohole, (a) normal to the surface and (b) at 35° from vertical, which were taken by a Hitachi S-4800 FESEM. The separation of the two sharp tips is measured to be 25 nm that according to our last works is the best separation tip for trapping of 20 nm particle (within fabrication tolerances)[@b40]. The double nanohole was milled in a commercially available 100 nm thick Au film on glass substrate with a 2 nm Ti adhesive layer (EMF Corp.) by a focussed ion beam system (Hitachi FB-2100 FIB).

Results
=======

In this work, we create a microfluidic environment that is integrated into our nanoaperture trapping setup, and we characterize the ability to trap nanoparticles against fluid flow for varying flow rates. We find that stable trapping can be achieved for 20 nm polystyrene particles (Thermo Scientific, Cat No. 3020A, Normal diameter 20 nm) for flow rates exceeding 10 μl/min at powers below 10 mW (corresponding to 0.5 μm/s flow velocities at the trapping surface).

[Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the time evolution of the transmitted optical power through a double nanohole for 10 mW of incident power, using 20 nm polystyrene spheres, while the solution flow-rate was increased in 0.5 μL/min increments after trapping (shown by the step at 825 seconds). This figure shows that the trapped nanoparticle is released at a flow rate 12 μL/min. The measurements were repeated on different days with freshly made nanosphere suspensions each time and the data was repeatable for all types of holes and all nanospheres used. Moreover, this event was not observed when pure water without nanospheres was used. We have seen no evidence of heating effects in our experiments. Previously, we trapped the protein BSA with similar laser intensities[@b41]; and since that protein denatures irreversibly at 50°C and we did not see such denaturing, we believe that the heating is minimal.

[Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the dependence of the incident optical power and the flow-rate for which the trapped particle was released. The vertical error bars are standard deviations of the flow-rates for multiple trap and release events (greater than four events for each power). As an additional experiment, shown by the green data point in [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, we first trapped a particle without flow and then reduced the power slowly until the particle was released. The horizontal error bar is the standard deviation of the power at which a trapped particle with high power has been released by decreasing the incident optical power without flow. With lower powers, the time to trap increases, as expected from the Arrhenius behaviour[@b40]. For example, at 10 mW it took several hours to trap, and at 13.5 mW it takes 10 minutes. The straight line is a linear fit of all the data which has a slope of 1 μl/(min×mW). So far, we have not seen any departure from the linear behavior, but this is limited by the laser intensity achievable in our present setup.

Discussion
==========

To explain the linear relation between the power and flow rate at which the particle is released, we consider the interplay between the trapping force and Stokes\' drag. The trapping force scales linearly with power. This is true for perturbative gradient force, but more generally true from Maxwell stress tensor (MST) analysis[@b39]. The Stokes\' drag force scales linearly with flow rate. Therefore, it is expected that the critical flow rate where flow overcomes the trapping force will scale linearly with power as well, as found in the experiments.

The finite power is required to hold the particle in a stationary environment. This is because of the Brownian motion of the particle. We can estimate the optical trapping force based on the Stokes\' drag force required to release the particle. For a flow rate of 10 μl/min, the fluid velocity at the centre of the channel is 3.2 mm/s. Considering a laminar flow, for a high aspect ratio rectangular microfluidic channel, the velocity close to the edge of the channel can be approximated as: v = 6Q z/(h^2^ w), where Q is the flow rate, z is the distance from the edge of the channel near the center, h is the height of the channel and w is the width[@b44]. Using this equation, we estimate that the velocity at the center of the particle (10 nm from the edge) is 5.9 mm/s, which in turn gives a Stokes\' drag force on the 20 nm particle of 2 fN, including corrections for the adjacent boundary.

For applications where the purpose is interaction of the trapped particles with other nanoparticles, for example, to study protein-protein interactions, this flow capability is useful. Under the present conditions, we have shown that it is possible to deliver a secondary particle to the trapping site in about thirty seconds, with a flow rate of 1.7 μl/min, which for a 20 nm trapped particle allows for stable trapping for powers of 3.5 mW and larger. Even though the flow rate is lower at the surface, the additional particles can be delivered predominantly in the middle of the channel and then subsequently diffuse to the surface.

In summary, we have created a microfluidic environment integrated in our optical trapping setup to study trapping of nanoparticles against fluid flow. It was demonstrated that the flow-rate in which the trapped particle is released depends linearly on the incident optical power. In the future, we hope to extend these studies to particle-particle interactions and optical trapping at the ends of fiber probes. In particular, we have begun to integrate double nanohole structures at the end of an optical fiber, coated with gold. This approach is similar to our past work[@b42], except that a double nanohole will be used.
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![(a) Schematic drawing of the nanoscale double-hole optical trap. (b) An enlargement of the red circle in part (a), showing details of the composition of the sample in the microfluidic chip, the setup of the oil immersion microscope objective, and the condenser microscope objective. (c) Photograph of the working setup. Abbreviations used: LD = laser diode; SMF = single-mode fiber; ODF = optical density filter; HWP = half-wave plate; BE = beam expander; MR = mirror; MO = microscope objective; OI MO = oil immersion microscope objective; APD = avalanche photodetector.](srep00966-f1){#f1}

![SEM image of the double nano-hole in Au film, taken (a) normal to the surface and (b) at 35°.](srep00966-f2){#f2}

![Optical transmission through a double-hole with 25 nm tip separation and with 10 mW of incident power.\
This figure shows trapping and releasing of a 20 nm polystyrene nanosphere with increasing flow after trapping was achieved. Double-arrows show 0.5 μL/min increments in the flow rate.](srep00966-f3){#f3}

![Critical flow rate as a function incident power, studied using 20 nm polystyrene spheres and a double-nanohole with 25 nm tip separation.\
The error bars are the standard deviation of the data and the straight line is a linear fit to the data.](srep00966-f4){#f4}
